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“Team Mounts” displaying wholeforce capability

RFA MOUNTS BAY BIDS FAREWELL TO THE EMF
After completing her latest Assisted Maintenance Period in Curacao, MOUNTS BAY prepares to shift her focus to
upcoming Counter Illicit Trafficking (CIT) operations. However, she will take on this role without the recently
departed members of 17 Port and Maritime Regiment, 211 Flight of 815 Naval Air Squadron, 1700 Naval Air
Squadron, Royal Engineers and Royal Marines of HADR troop and US Coastguard Ledet.
All of the embarked forces with the exception of maintenance personnel have returned to their parent units for
some well earned leave after serving alongside the crew of RFA MOUNTS BAY for the duration of the hurricane
season. Whilst the devastation caused by the category five hurricane Dorian, and the vessel’s role in OP
BARYTONE which provided much needed Humanitarian and Disaster Relief (HADR) to the affected areas of the
Bahamas, took centre stage it did not tell the full story.
When not actively engaged in HADR ops, RFA MOUNTS BAY and embarked military forces were busy
undertaking a variety of other tasking including Wider Regional Engagement and Counter Illicit Trafficking
Duties. Promoting unity throughout the region, the integration of the embarked forces within MOUNTS BAY
embodied this message.
The ethos of “Team Mounts” brought all elements of the embarked forces together with the Ship’s Company,
many personnel taking on responsibilities as part of the Ship’s Company including tasks for the Shipwright such
as welding, bolstering the first aid party and taking part in GPMG gunnery exercises. This level of integration
paid dividends when the ship was called upon to deliver aid to the stricken inhabitants of the Bahamas after
Hurricane Dorian had made landfall, with all parties working tirelessly, hand in hand to provide the much
needed assistance. As RFA MOUNTS BAY now enters her final phase of APT(N) before returning to the UK in
2020 the memories and friends made during 2019 will endure.
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LH(CIS) COLDWELL visiting 1 Troop in Norfolk Virginia

RFA LH(C)COLDWELL FORGES SCOUTING LINKS IN
VIRGINIA USA
During the port visit of RFA Tideforce to Norfolk, Virginia; LH(CIS) Bruce Coldwell, took the opportunity to visit
Boy Scouts of America Scout 1 Troop. Bruce is a Scout Leader with the 1st Chilwell and Attenborough Scout
Group in Nottinghamshire and reached out to Scout 1 in order to organise pen pals for his own Scout Troop.
Bruce was asked to give a talk on Scouting in the UK to the all-boys Scout Troop. Although both troops come
under the World-Wide Family of Scouts, set up by Lord Baden Powell in 1907, Scouting in America and UK has its
differences. The most prominent being that though Scouting in America allows girls to join; the girls have their
own organization, whereas in the UK boys and girls are mixed together.
Bruce commented, "Although both UK and American Scouts work towards the same principles, the management
of the organisations is totally different. The biggest difference being the integration of girls into Scouts within
the UK, whereas our US counterparts still have Boys Scouts and Girl Scouts as two separate organisations."
On the evening Bruce met Scout Leader Rob Reali and his troop, as well as witnessing the presentation of Boy
Scouts of Americas highest award achievable for a scout, the Eagle Scout Award, to Jackson Miskill. Both gained
a lot from the evening and as Bruce returns to his own troop in January, he intends to organize an American
Scout Night and introduce communications across the Atlantic to 1st Chilwell and Attenborough Scout Group.
Bruce concluded, "I have been lucky to have participated in Scouting in the UK, Italy and Denmark, but visiting
the Scouts at Norfolk, Virginia, has proved to be an excellent experience. It was an honour to be part of the
presentation of the prestigious Eagle Scout Award to Jackson; the highest award that can be given to one of
their Scouts.”
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OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
Since my last update, the overall pace of ship and [refit] repair output has continued without pause. Probably the
most significant news is that we have declared ‘Full Operating Capability’ for the TIDE class which now means
they are largely considered ‘normal business’; financial negotiations have also concluded with the ship builder
and we will shortly commence the final [exit] review from the ‘Government Major Projects Portfolio’ which
officially marks the end of the TIDE project. This is an extraordinary outcome given the timescale involved and a
huge testament to all those people involved over the project length. In terms of media spotlight and national
recognition, I am hopeful that some of you watched the Remembrance spectacle at the Albert Hall in London
where the RFA team of MNTS took pride of place ahead of all others; an impressive show indeed. Financial
restrictions and budgetary constraints have eased slightly as we get nearer 31 Mar 20 but the next financial year
will be a very tough one indeed for the entire Naval Service. Also on a less positive note are the ongoing delays
seen to our ships exiting refit in Birkenhead – as ever caused by a combination of a large array of complex issues.
A brief Flotilla round-up:
Starting in the western hemisphere, MNTS, on APT(N), has concluded the hurricane season without further cause
to be activated. Her EMF and flight are now disembarked and returned to the UK and she is just completing a
much-needed AMP in Curacao before re-role into Counter Drugs mode. She was the first to be ready and the last
to come home, but TFCE has now returned from WESTLANT 19 in support of an extraordinarily successful Part 2
JSF/F35 flying trials off the Eastern USA seaboard. The pace of activity has been seen to be high as evidenced by
the quantity and nature of work that has been undertaken on her since arriving in Devonport as she rapidly
prepares and re-orientates for ‘National Tasking’ (whilst the other WESTLANT ships are tucked up for the festive
period); impressive work.
Out into the Eastern hemisphere, both CRDG and WVKN continue to carry the KIPION baton. CRDG completed a
remarkably successful COST period given her circumstances and WVKN has completed an SMP with full Lloyds
and MCA certification resets. As we speak we are trying to engineer an additional maintenance programme into
CRDG to help build some resilience / improve her availability.
Around the UK, it’s been a marginally quieter programme where defects to both LYME and ARGU have impacted
on their respective outputs. ARGU, especially, has been hit by a number of unhelpful and untimely engine defects
but these should be resolved very soon with spare parts imminent. TSUR has handed the national tasking to her
sister and finally jumped over her non-fleet date hurdle and has been very busy undertaking pre-refit preps in
Loch Striven; she will be tucked up in Garelochead for the festive period.
After a momentous effort by all concerned, ship and shore staff included, TSPG has now departed from Cammell
Lairds and arrived in Devonport after conducting her new funnel noise and vibration surveys enroute. Whilst we
will have to wait for the formal report, initial indications are that we have seen demonstrable improvements to
the 4 or 5 troublesome cabins on 04/05 deck. Standfast the impressive feat to remove and replace all her funnel
uptakes and silencers, also resolved are the engine room supply dampers, HPSW valve galvanic corrosion issue,
Sonar 2170 & CIWS fits and new helicopter ground power cable runs to name a few; all this played into the
decision to declare class-wide Full Operating Capability. Now starts the next challenging generation phase.
But whilst TSPG may be gone, Cammell Laird and Birkenhead remains a hive of RFA activity with the work of TSPG
being repeated on TDRE. She is due to shift into dry dock and a major part of her certification re-set on the 27th /
28th Dec which leaves room for TSUR to enter in mid-Jan. All the upgrades to TSPG will be repeated on TDRE and
TSUR. FTVR is the final ship still in yard hands but at least she is now out of dry dock following the faulty stern
seal; SS are living onboard, she achieved run-up of her main engines last week and is scheduled to exit mid-Jan
20. As ever, and sad though it is, FTRO, FTAU and WVRU of course remain in a low readiness profile in Liverpool.
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RFA TIDESURGE tops up our NATO Allies USNS William McClean – phot curtesey of 2/O(C) Rex Ward

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
(CONTINUED)
For those ‘deckies’ out there, the annual review of the Deck Rating Career Framework has successfully
transitioned through the MTU consultation process without change and was published on 17 Dec via RTEM; it is
also on the Defence Gateway. This is the framework that you should all now be using and there are loads of helpful
explanation notes at the front of the document to hopefully better explain some of our more complex areas of
business. My thanks to Paddy, Nathan and Oli who provided the PO, LH and AB perspectives. For Deck Officers
specifically, the Tanker Competency Workshop (a mandatory Adqual for many) has places available for the New
Year courses – so do please ask. TMS tranche 2 for 3/OX, 2/OX and 1/OX has had a very promising start and will
hopefully be a better ‘lived experience’ to some of those on Tranche 1. As ever the business demand for
certificates of competency, across the departments, dominates.
Once again stay safe out there. We are still growing our broader SQEP as we endeavour to maintain the manpower
recovery trajectory and keep our ships on the front line supporting the nation, so it needs everyone to watch each
other’s back to ensure we conduct our business and output safely. I of course hope most of you manage a restful
and agreeable festive period.
Captain Chris Clarke, AFSUP DACOS (TBRB Capt Anders late Feb 20)
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PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION UPDATE
All personnel are reminded that many countries have different laws regarding prescription and over the counter
medicines. The following advice is from the Travel Health Pro website, which gives useful information and can
be accessed via the FCO travel advice website which is signposted in your appointment letter.
Legal requirements for carrying personal medicines across international borders are highly variable and often
not consistently enforced. This applies to over-the-counter medication as well as prescription drugs. Some
countries may not allow the entry of certain types of medicines, and others may have blanket regulations
requiring specific permission. The regulations regarding whether a traveller needs to carry a doctor’s letter
describing the medication also varies widely.
The following advice, guidance and instructions are given to all personnel in their appointment letters and is
published here to remind you of your responsibilities relating to the carriage of your medication. Further to this
advice, we will be updating the guidance to the Medtechs for your return journey home.
Prescription Medication
In accordance with BRd875, Volume 3, Part 4, Chap 2 you are reminded that it is your responsibility to ensure
that you take an adequate supply of any prescribed medication initiated by your own doctor for the duration of
your appointment. You should request a copy of your current prescription and take it with you for the attention
of the onboard MO/Medical Technician. Doctors will normally only prescribe a maximum of three months
supply of medication at any one time but have the ability to prescribe medication for a longer period of time in
special circumstances. Therefore, if you are taking prescribed medication you should ensure that your doctor is
aware of the nature of your job, and the frequent need for prolonged absence from the UK, so that
prescriptions appropriate to the anticipated duration of the voyage can be provided.
If your GP requires a letter confirming that you need a greater supply of medication to cover your deployment,
please contact your appointer.
Carriage of Prescription Medicines
ALL RFA personnel who are required to carry prescription medicines must with immediate effect check the FCO
website for details of the country / countries they are scheduled to fly into. This will include any country being
used for a stopover or connecting flight.
If you find that the medication you are taking is NOT on the restricted/banned list for the particular country you
are flying to, then you require an official letter from your GP, specifying details of your condition, the quantity of
medication you will be carrying and that the medication is for personal use only. This letter from your GP is
mandatory and must be carried. Additionally, some countries, such as Singapore, will require a submission of
a separate form at least 10 working days before travel to get permission for carriage. The FCO website has the
full list of such countries and must be carefully checked before travel.
All medication is to be kept in its original packaging.
If any items prescribed OR purchased ARE on the restricted/banned list for your country or destination, and
you need to take them with you then YOU MUST follow the instructions in accordance with the FCO
website. This website gives links to all the relevant agencies for applying for permission to carry. This is
an individual’s responsibility and the RFA / FCO will not take responsibility if you have failed to comply with any
Regulations. Your RFA appointer can supply additional appropriate advice regarding where to get the
information but compliance is an issue of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
You should be advised that many over the counter products such as cold/flu preparations (contain
pseudoephedrine or similar) and pain killers (containing codeine or similar) are banned substances in many
countries and you should avoid travelling with them unless prescribed by a GP and carrying an appropriate
official GP's letter and completed the relevant links identified above.
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Capt Edwards presenting the RFA Engineering Apprentice Awards to Andrew Adams and Becky Bryant

RFA ENGINEERING APPRENTICE AWARDS
Class ME150/18/002 have now completed their Phase 2 training at HMS Sultan and were presented with their
course certificates by Capt Terry Edwards, CSO(E). Two apprentices were also recognised for their performance
during the course, and awards were given to Apprentices Becky Bryant and Andrew Adams.
The Fueller’s Award was presented to Andrew Adams for the trainee who has shown the most improvement
during the course, as voted for by his peers, and was a worthy recipient.
The Commodore’s Award, presented to the trainee who has performed at the highest standard throughout the
course, and was received by Becky Bryant. Despite some fierce competition, Becky sustained the highest
examination average for every module and should be commended for doing so.
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RFA COMPLIANCE TEAM UPDATE
Temporary Transfer
When starting a shore post each individual will be sent a Guide to Temporary Transfer Allowances from DBS.
Please read this carefully as it details the exact process to claim for allowances. If you are planning to move into
temporary accommodation you will be required to complete a form 121 to instruct Cartus to commence their
Tenancy Introduction Service. You are expected to find suitable accommodation within 30 days and during that
time can stay in a mess or hotel claiming Night Subsistence Allowance. Once a property is found a Standing
Imprest can be claimed on form 050 to cover advance expenses for the property. This is limited to a property
deposit/rent in advance. A Standing Imprest will not be accepted by DBS if it pertains to normal living costs.
Any queries should be directed to DBS or the HR team below:
Contacts
HR Compliance Manager
Asst Compliance Manager
HR Compliance Team Leader

Andy Pope
Jo Sanders
David Millar

andrew.pope101@mod.gov.uk 02392625337
Joanne.Sanders112@mod.gov.uk 02392628643
david.millar995@mod.gov.uk
02392628644

Useful HRG Information
You are encouraged to create an online account to arrange your travel including hotels. Please note, air travel
will still be booked by the RFA Travel Cell. https://uk.hrgisuite.com/dtd/Logon?returnurl=%2fdtd%2f
HRG publish the standard number since their contract was renewed.
HRG Service

Please dial 0203 668 2210 and choose from the relevant
option below

Service

Opening Hours

HRG Online Support including
registration issues or booking tool
problems please select Option 1
cgcsupport.uk@hrgworldwide.com

Monday – Friday 0800 - 1800

Hotel reservations please select option 2
Monday – Friday 0800 – 2000
Dtdhotels.uk@hrgworldwide.com
UK Rail please select option 3
Dtdrail.uk@hrgworldwide.com

Monday – Friday 0800 – 1800

For all Air, Eurostar, and other booking
requirements including online booking
amendments and queries please select
option 4
Dtd.uk@hrgworldwide.com

Monday – Friday 0800 – 1800
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RAS perspective from RFA TIDEFORCE focsle

MOD EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME
I would like to bring to your attention the new MOD Employee Assistance Programme (EAP). It is to be
launched in January 2020 by Health Assured who is an external and independent provider. The EAP is part of
MOD People Civilian HR’s work to support the recommendations made in the Stevenson/Farmer review of
mental health and employers, “Thriving at Work”. One of the visions of the review is that “Every one of us will
have the knowledge, tools and confidence, to understand and look after our own mental health and the mental
health of those around us”.
Confidential support will be available and dependent on the nature of the issue, counselling or information
services can be provided by fully qualified professionals. There will be a 24 hour confidential helpline to support
employees through any of life’s issues or problems (both personal and professional).
The 24 hour helpline is to support employees with:
• Alcohol & drug issues
• Childcare support
• Consumer issues
• Counselling
• Domestic Abuse
• Family Issues
• Financial wellbeing
• Gambling issues
• Legal information
• Medical information
• Relationship advice
• Stress & anxiety
An online Health Portal will also be available containing:
• Budgeting Advice
• Four-week programmes
• Financial wellbeing
• Fitness advice
• Health e-hub app
• Medical factsheets
• Mini health checks
• Nutritional advice
• Webinars
Further information on EAP will be communicated in future Cascade bulletins.
Alison Woodgate RFA HR Manger
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ADVANCEMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
SUMMARY
CDPs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Med Tech CDP has sat and results distributed.
CPO (CIS), PO(CIS) and LH(CIS) CDP’s have sat and results distributed.
CR1 CDP has sat and all results distributed.
CPO(SC), PO(SC) and LH(SC) CDP’s have sat and results distributed.
CPO(STWD) and PO(STWD) CDP’s have sat and results distributed.
LH(STWD) and STWD CDP’s have sat.

(from 1 st April 2019 – present)

Branch
ME OFFICERS
ME RATINGS
SE OFFICERS
DECK OFFICERS
DECK RATINGS
CIS OFFICERS
CIS RATINGS
LS OFFICERS
CHEFS
STEWARDS
SUPPLY CHAIN
MED TECH

Advancements
18 (1)
53 (12)
22 (3)
56 (4)
46 (28)
1 (1)
4 (0)
6 (3)
3 (1)
6 (1)
0 (0)
1 (0)

Promotions
4 (0)
11 (9)
5(0)
16 (1)
11 (10)
0 (0)
1 (0)
5 (1)
3 (3)
1 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

TOTALS

216 (54)

57 (24)

Change for each branch since previous bulletin in brackets.

Career Frameworks update:
Engineer Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
SE Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Executive Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Engineer Rating – Current version to remain in place for 2020 CDP’s.
Deck Rating – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
LS Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
CIS Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Chefs – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Med Tech – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
Supply Chain – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
CIS Rating – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Stewards – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
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RFA TIDEFORCE with HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH and HMS NORTHUMBERLAND during Westland 19

RFA DACOS PERS OPS UPDATE
Promotions and Manpower Recovery
As part of our manpower recovery programme we have been “bulging” numbers in certain bandings to allow for
throughput of personnel to higher ranks where the pinch points are. A side effect of this process has meant, as
we man more ships, we do have a shortage of billets in the respective ranks to which we can appoint people
and thus some personnel have had to be appointed, for instance as 3/O instead of 2/O. While this is still likely to
happen in the future in order not to disadvantage these people as of 16th December 2019 anyone who is
appointed in a Third Officer billet who has already received a promotion letter will be paid as a 2/O and
reported on as a 2/O, but they may still have to carry out the duties of the billet they have been appointed to.
NOK and other Personal Details
Recent events have shown that much personal information on Magellan is incorrect or missing key details. All
personnel are reminded that in the event of an emergency then Magellan is the first port of call for information
on who to contact , to avoid embarrassment to your nearest and dearest and to your appointer it is in your
interest to keep this information up to date. All personnel are requested to ensure the details we hold are
correct and if there have been any changes let your appointer know in writing so we can update Magellan
accordingly.
Captain Peter Selby RFA DACOS RFA Personnel:
peter.selby346@mod.gov.uk
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RFA MOUNTS BAY Cadets pictured with Santa: James Davison, Richard Lloyd and Karl Edwards

RFA MOUNTS BAY CADETS PERSPECTIVE
Greetings from the Caribbean, the mighty MOUNTS BAY has been in a very busy AMP since finishing her HADR
operations, with the whole ship putting in maximum effort during this period. The Cadets that joined her during
this time have had to learn the ropes quite quickly, with the two first trippers being tasked with chipping and
painting the aft winches during the first week onboard. A task that would test our artistic skills and see it go
from ‘painting in force 10’ to a neat, crisp line.
Obviously this has not been our only task and was put on hold for a week or so as we assisted in prepping the
aft dock ballast tank for an entry and survey. This went on to take several days due to two of the tank lids
refusing to give up two bolts each, but was rectified by using a lot of ZX and large piece of pipe…… and some
specialist gear from the engineering department. The payoff being that it gave us a good insight into Enclosed
Space Entry and the Permit to Work procedure.
But all work and no play does not do much for morale, of which there has been plenty going around. The Ship’s
Company has had ample time to explore the sights of Curaçao, with a sizable group from across the ship taking
up diving and completing their PADI Open Water certification. Soon after qualifying, a number of divers then
took a two dive trip to Playa Laguna, which boasts an amazing reef. Westpunt is the place to go for Green
Turtles that are attracted to the area by the local fisherman who throw the remains of their catches back into
the sea, an easy meal for a ‘bale’ of turtles. However, the action has not just been under the water, with a
three-hour hike in Curaçao’s national park to scale its highest point Mount Christoffel, which stands at a dizzying
372m. It is getting ever closer to Christmas and the Messes, and a few cabins, have been decked in Christmas
decorations (PAT Tested of course). The Cadets were given the task of decorating the Officer’s Mess which we
took to heart and after much rummaging around in the Christmas stash. We now have a mess that resembles
Santa’s Grotto with lights all around, tinsel for days and even an inflatable Santa and Elf. Even though we are
away from our families at this time of year, the first time in a few cases, Christmas on board MOUNTS BAY
seems to be gearing up to be good one, after all you can’t complain about sun, sea and sand out in the
Caribbean, it is almost like a holiday. To all our families and friends in the RFA we wish you a Merry Christmas
and a happy New Year.
Cadet(X) Karl Edwards
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Panoramic RAS view of HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH from TIDESPRING

RFA PERS STRAT UPDATE
Personnel Diversity & Inclusion Data Collection
The RFA is required by law to collect, monitor and publish Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) data. In addition to
meeting our legal obligations this information also allows us to ensure that our personnel policies and processes
treat everybody fairly and do not discriminate; therefore, this helps to protect everyone.
We therefore require you to submit your personal D&I data for input to Magellan. Once we have this
information stored, you will not be required to submit it again. However, if at any time in the future you wish to
amend your data, you simply need to resubmit on a new form and the previous data held will be overwritten.
Despite previous requests, there are still a significant number of personnel for whom we hold no in-date D&I
data and I would ask those personnel who have not provided this data since the initial survey in 2017 to
complete the pro-forma and submit it for storage in Magellan as soon as possible. The pro-forma will be
provided to all personnel on joining ship and when attending training courses at military establishments. There
is an option on the form of ‘choose not to declare’ if you do not want to give the information.
You are assured of our commitment to treating your personal data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
and are advised that once the RFA Confidential Administrator has entered your details into Magellan, your
original submission will be immediately destroyed. The data cannot be viewed against an individual’s record
and is converted into anonymous Management Information (MI) graphs and tables. This MI is then used to
inform management level decision making and will be published in accordance with Government requirements.
Your replies will be treated in the strictest confidence and no one from your Chain of Command or the HR
Appointing team will see your completed survey. As an additional safeguard when producing this MI, it is policy
to omit any single sets of data that have a population of less than five in order to prevent any backward
engineering of the responses and prevent individuals from being identified.
Please help us to help you by completing a pro-forma at the earliest opportunity.
Three Month Appointing Trial
The trial of three month appointments has been underway for nine months and during that period data has
been collected relating to numerous elements including recruitment, retention, training and advancements/
promotions. This data has been reviewed with the Maritime Trades Unions and we have agreed that nothing
has yet been identified to suggest the trial is having any effect on these factors in either a positive or negative
manner. Discussion has also been held regarding the possibility of extending the trial to additional grades at the
12-month point but due to continued manpower shortages at PO, CPO and 1/O grades in certain branches it has
been agreed that this would not be feasible and that the current trial will continue to the two year point as
originally planned. Personnel taking part in the trial will be invited to provide feedback through a survey at the
18-month point.
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(Fact, not Theory!)

RFA EXPLOSIVES
RFA Explosives Point of Contact
AFSUP EXP SO2 Mrs Jodie Hill

02392 62 5294

7.62mm Ammunition Accounting Tool Trial
RFA CARDIGAN BAY will commence a 3-month trial of the 3D printed Ammunition Accounting Tool over the
festive period. This tool, or ‘snake’, has been developed to better assist Ship’s explosives teams to account for
frac boxes of ammunition. It is hoped that the trial will prove a success, increasing both the speed and accuracy
of mustering ammunition. If the trial is successful, the intention would be to issue a tool to each Ship in the
flotilla.

Explosive Assurance Visits
Within the last month explosive assurance visits have taken place on both WAVE KNIGHT and CARDIGAN BAY.
Both Ships painted an improving picture for Explosive Safety Management Standards in the RFA and Ships Staff
were very much engaged. All being well this trend will continue into the New Year.
Explosive Safety Management Guide
Several individuals have commented that they have found the Explosive Safety Management Guide a useful
handhold for carrying out their role; this is encouraging. However, there have not yet been any suggestions for
areas that could be improved. If there is any aspect of an Explosive Role that you have had to learn ‘on the job’,
not covered in the guide, please do get in touch. The chances are that there will be people who come after you
who will benefit from that information.
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RFA TIDSPRING departs the Basin to go to the Cruise Berth in Liverpool

DIVINE GUIDANCE
Hello all,
Firstly, thank you to all those who have engaged and participated in the ethics committees since my arrival. In
order to show how the things we discuss get passed on (and often result in real change) please find below a
very brief outline of the work so far.
Q. Is the drug and alcohol policy working?
A. It would appear that the policy is known about but the implementation (specifically on board) is somewhat
sporadic and vital educational opportunities are being missed. The policy is being updated as we speak and once
MTU consultation has been completed it will be rolled out.
Q. Should the RFA have an upper age limit for employment?
A. A complex issue this one. With an upper age limit we could stop perfectly fit and well qualified people from
working, however, there are some very arduous elements to some roles (akin to the fire service). The ENG1
needs to be more stringent to ensure that it reflects the demands placed upon RFA personnel. Further
consideration will be given once the outcome of a service enquiry is known.
Q. Ill health retirement often takes too long and is unfair to RFA personnel
A. A new CS Occupational Health contract will begin next year which should help considerably with some of
issues raised. However, there is a need for us to improve on the “30 days call” to ensure they are consistently
carried out and individuals also need to take personal responsibility to engage and communicate in a timely
manner. We need to refresh our communication.
As you can see above, this is a very brief account of the discussions between the ethics committee and the
Commodore and management board. If you would like the full text then please contact me.
These topics are ongoing, so if you feel that you would like to add anything, then again, please do get in touch.
And if you have an ethical topic you would like to put forward then please do contact me.
Best wishes

Phill
Revd. Phillip Amey RN, Chaplain RFA, Royal Fleet Auxiliary – Afloat Support Division
T. 02392628603. Mil. 938328603, Mob. 07773157057, E phillip.amey100@mod.gov.uk
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The intrepid team of hikers from RFA MOUNTS BAY

MOUNTS BAY DAY TRIP TO CHRISTOFFEL
NATIONAL PARK AND WEST PUNT
A warm but overcast Sunday morning greeted MOUNTS BAY’s intrepid team of hikers as we clattered down the
gangway, rucksacks swinging in the wind, before climbing aboard our bus and some settling back to sleep for the
journey to Christofell National Park and the trek to the highest point on the island. Having handily booked our
transport at the same time as breakfast, a flurry of bananas, water and snickers bars were consumed as we
bumped our way to the start of our hike.
As the bus pulled off the road we were greeted by the sight of some prehistoric remains and a worrying amount
of skulls and traipsed into the ticket office to pay our dues. Noticing the sign that forbade climbing after 9AM,
we were quite pleased that we had wasted no sleep and were setting off at 0853…Well within safety tolerances.
The first part of our trek was along fairly flat, well marked trails, the mood was buoyant as we watched the
geckos and lizards scurrying away as we passed and the skies began to clear. Disconcertingly, we seemed to be
passing lots of people going in the opposite direction on their return journey after reaching the peak and
appeared to be the only people going in the ascending direction.
Very quickly, our team found itself splitting into two factions…Speedsters and Plodders, and the latter soon lost
sight of the former as they streaked along the steadily increasing ascent and the temperature began to rise.
The gently sloping track seemed to fade and disappear into the ground and was replaced by a rocky rise in
ascent. The tracks were well worn and easy to follow, even through the stinging mixture of Deet and sun tan
cream that was running into everyones eyes, as the perspiration and colourful language both increased.
Regular stops for water breaks, lifesaving banana ingestion and photo opportunities were welcome and also for
encouragement and rousing of the troops. It was certainly not the “walk in the park” some had assumed and
was challenging in places but the best was yet to come…
Finding level ground after a steep area that had made the thighs burn and the air turn blue we gathered and
took stock of our surroundings. We were facing a rocky area that stretched to the peak…our goal…it was within
touching distance! The path split at this point and the yellow paint that had guided us faithfully so far on our
journey now forced us to make a decision based on absolutely no knowledge or common sense … 3 star route or
1 star route??
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MOUNTS BAY DAY TRIP TO CHRISOFELL NATIONAL
PARK AND WEST PUNT (CONTINUED)
The decision was made by the scurrying 2/O that started to scale the 3 star path like a mountain goat and like
sheep we followed in his wake. The walk now turned into a scramble then a climb as we looked for footholds
and areas to grip as we hauled ourselves skyward, scratching elbows, grazing knees and ankles, squeezing
through gullies and then with a final grunt we emerged onto the peak to be greeted with some amazing views of
the island. Catching our breath, taking on sustenance, we all congratulated ourselves on a job well done, taking
memorable photos for posterity and admired the Christmas tree that some festive soul had carried up to the
peak. The return journey to base camp was uneventful however jarring on the knees and we were all relieved to
sit in the shade with a refreshing drink as we plotted the rest of our day. The plan was to go to Westpunt and see
the fabulous beaches at the end of the island, visiting the sea turtles that frequent Playa Pescada beach and get
some swimming and snorkelling under our belts.
Rising up on weary legs, we received the news that we had just missed the bus to Westpunt and it was a two
hour wait till the next one. After much cajoling of staff to give us a lift to no effect, the decision was made…we
were going to walk it…the whole hour and a half trek in the blazing sun…piece of cake to men of our calibre!
Turning right onto the road, our ragged bunch again separated into two groups and as we travelled the roadside,
we found to our dismay that sticking your thumb out to hitch a lift doesn’t have the same meaning in Curacao as
elsewhere and resulted in most drivers honking their horn and returning our thumbs up as if we were enquiring
about their welfare rather than trying to gain a lift! After 15 minutes of slogging in the heat a guardian angel
called Carol appeared behind us in her beaten up silver Mazda and asked what we were doing. We explained
that we were walking to Westpunt at which point she laughed whilst shaking her head and said to get in and she
would give two of us a lift. She then waved down a passing mini bus, persuading the driver that we were
obviously simpletons that needed help and he agreed to take the rest of the team and we were off in the most
welcome, beautiful air-conditioned chariot I’ve ever travelled in. Carol ran a cliff-top restaurant on Playa Forti,
next to Turtle beach and was going to work to put up her Christmas tree and she told us lots of local information
and history as we drove the considerable distance we had been planning to walk.
Dropping us at the beach, to grovelling thanks and gratitude for her charity, there was a blur as sweaty hiking
clothes were flung off, boots and trainers flying in all directions and snorkels thrust on faces mid run to the
inviting clear water. I swear steam came off the water as we plunged in and whoops of glee were heard as we
swam to the end of a crowded jetty.There was a selection of fish heads and body parts being flung into the
water and after thinking it would be a cheap lunch, I plunged under the water to see the amazingly large sea
turtles tucking into their hand prepared snack. They moved gracefully through the water, nonchalantly brushing
inquisitive snorkellers aside and were a joy to behold and almost seemed to be posing for photos. It was
fantastic to see these beautiful animals and share their space with them and we were all beaming as we talked
about it…happy campers.
After a good swim and couple of beers, hunger kicked in and we decided to repay Carol’s hospitality by going for
a late lunch at her restaurant and it was fantastic.Great seafood, good company and buckets of cold beers were
enjoyed by all and after another dip for the still energetic we climbed aboard our bus home. Tired but full of
smiles after a great day. We had conquered a hill, walked way too far, shared moments with natures finest, been
fed and watered and returned with smiles on our faces and great memories of Curacao…a good day had by all.
3/O (C) Jamie Turnbull
RFA Mounts Bay
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The latest batch of RFA Officers and Cadets on parade at BRNC

FOST CORNER
LS Preps for OST
Since filling the gapped LO3 post at FOST(S) back in February 2019, I have endeavoured to re-establish this role
being the POC for all LS and Solid Support Department matters for RFA units that are programmed to conduct
Operational Sea Training (OST). What is apparent is that early dialogue between FOST(S) and the Ship is vital to
best prepare the department for OST. I will send the LSO copies of the Debrief and Reporting Tool (DART) and all
due diligence documentation templates. This documentation is used by FOST(S) Logs for assessing all serials that
the department will undergo during the OST. It will also set a benchmark to the standard the department
requires to be at for the Material and Safety Check (MASC), the first OST serial, and subsequent serials.
There are several historical weaknesses that seem to be common in RFA units undergoing training, the most
common of these being the availability of a usable Action Logistics Coordinator. Being unable to retrieve stores
to rectify defective equipment at Condition 1 affects Operational Capability. Other weak areas are the correct
completion and understanding of the GMR by food handlers, inadequate labelling of food and lapses in Sea
State 7 securing. All these common weak areas can be discussed during SARC and rectified during OST by more
thorough middle management scrutiny.
The role of the DCO on RFA’s is a challenging one, however, CARDIGAN BAY recently completed a deployed
COST where the 3/O(LS) was utilised as part of the HQ1 team, controlling manpower and getting an overview of
the DCO role. This provided a valuable learning experience, witnessing the DCO responsibilities in both
Conditions 1 and 3.
It is a common, yet incorrect perception, that every visit by FOST(S) personnel to an RFA Ship is to inspect and
assess the department. I conduct as many advisory visits to RFA’s as I do programmed assessed serials. The
FOST(S) organisation has a wealth of knowledge that they are willing to share, so if you require guidance or
advice please get in touch.
David Knight 1/O(LS)
LO3 to FOST(S)
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RFA and RN representatives at the Royal Albert Hall Festival of Rememberance

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION FESTIVAL OF
REMEMBRANCE AT THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL
The Royal Family attended the annual Royal British Legion Festival of Remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall, to
commemorate men and women who have given their lives whilst serving their Country. The Queen was
accompanied by The Prince of Wales, The Duchess of Cornwall, The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, The Duke
and Duchess of Sussex, The Duke of York, The Princess Royal and Sir Timothy Lawrence, The Earl and Countess
of Wessex, The Duke and Duchess of Gloucester, The Duke of Kent and Prince Michael of Kent.
Huw Edwards hosted the service, and made a speech to open the event. He spoke of the importance of
collaboration between the armed forces, and how the service will be particularly focused on the Second World
War generation and campaigns of 1944. Edwards also mentioned how the British armed forces have helped
with disasters in recent years, including in September 2019 when RFA Mounts Bay, based in the Bahamas,
assisted with the aftermath of Hurricane Dorian. This was followed by a video showing the devastation of
Hurricane Dorian and how the RFA and RN helped in the major humanitarian operation. Military personnel from
the operation were then welcomed into the hall, led by Captain Robert Anders, with the Torch of
Remembrance.
RFA attendees were as follows:
Capt Rob Anders (read The Festival Citation opening the ceremony)
C/O(E) David Smith
2/O(C) Steve Pointing
3/O(X) Sarah Steven (carried the Torch of Remembrance)
SG1A James Jackman
All the above, alongside 5 other representatives from the other services, were gathered and trained at HMS
Excellent by our own ceremonial man, Dickie Henderson.
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Members of RFA ARGUS and LYME BAY attending the rememberance day parade in Falmouth

FALMOUTH REMEMBERANCE PARADE
The Commanding Officer of RFA Argus, Captain Jed MacAnley, along with Officers and crew from RFA Argus
were invited to attend the Annual Service of Remembrance in Falmouth. A joint contingent from RFA Argus and
RFA Lyme Bay joined the procession from Falmouth civic centre to Kimberly Park and attended the service and
Act of Remembrance at Falmouth war memorial.
Captain Sam Shattock Commanding Officer RFA Lyme Bay represented the RFA and layed a wreath at the war
memorial.

RFA LOGS UPDATE
All logistics training has now moved from HMS Raliegh to Worthy Down and we have 1/O(LS) Katherine
Moggach in post as the RFA Training Officer, embedded into the Maritime Command Training Squadron. Her
contact details are as follows:
K Moggach, 1/O (Logistics Supply), Royal Fleet Auxiliary, RFA Training Officer, Maritime Command Training
Squadron, Bldg 101, Defence College of Logistics Policing and Administration, Worthy Down, Winchester,
Hampshire, SO21 2RG
Telephone:Mil: 94271 7471, Civ: 01962 887471,
Email: Katherine.moggach933@mod.uk
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Fleet Engineering Personnel
CSO(E)’s team consists of the following Desk Officers, located on the second floor of Leach Building, Mail Point 22:
CSO(E)
AM SO1 (Availability Manager)
ME SO2 (Marine Engineering SME)
SE SO2 (Systems Engineering SME)
ME SO3 (Port Agency Contract)

Capt(E) Terry Edwards
C/O(SE) John Perkins
1/O(E) Alan Hart
1/O(SE) Bob Cocking
3/O(E) Sherwyn Blake

02392 62 5299
02392 62 5306
02392 62 5995
02392 62 5297
02392 62 5295

Update to SE Officer ETO CoC
RTEM P014/19 and Captain Steve Smith’s letter ‘Implementation of ETO Training for SE Officers’ (dated 16 July
2019) describe the process whereby existing RFA Systems Engineer Officers may seek to gain an Electro
Technical Officer Certificate of Competency (ETO CoC) via ‘Grandfather Rights’ (MSN1860(M) Route 3.3). The
MCA have agreed to extend the end date for the issue of a Notice of Eligibility (NOE) for existing RFA SEs by 12
months, from 01 January 2020 to 01 January 2021 (MSN1860 para 3.3.2 refers). The latest date to submit the
CoC Application form (MSF 4259) to the MCA is therefore extended to 30 November 2020. All other
requirements of MSN1860 remain unaltered, including qualifying sea time, which must be accrued prior to 01
January 2016. An amendment to RTEM P014/19 will be issued in due course.
All eligible SEs who have yet to apply for a NOE are strongly encouraged to progress the prerequisites, including:
IAMI training review to determine exemptions; gathering evidence of sea-going service via Sea Service
Testimonials; completion of specified STCW training; and completion of the ETO Competency Record Book.
1/O(SE) Malcolm Millar has now been relieved by 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking in the AFSUP SE SO2 post; please keep
him informed of your progress and training requirements.
Career Development Frameworks
SE and ME Officer Career Development Frameworks have been issued via RTEM (P19-012 and P19-013). Please
review the CDFs carefully and push forward to gain the competencies required for development.
The ME Ratings Career Framework is undergoing a thorough review to reflect available courses and competencies
required. For the next Career Development Panels, the 2019 framework will be used with caveats against courses
not available for some considerable time. This will prevent personnel being disadvantaged by non-availability of
some legacy courses. The new CDF will be issued once all due process has concluded.
Personnel on long courses, e.g. SELC or LET, should endeavour to submit a PDR, as useful evidence can be derived
from specific training. Career Development Panels will look back up to 5 years for required evidence on previous
PDRs, but will not consider candidates without a PDR within 12 months of the CDP date.
It is vital to agree objectives that are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely) at the start of
your appointment, and regularly review them to ensure you are on track to complete in the agreed timescale.
Remember to use the STAR format when presenting evidence in the RFA18, which makes it much easier for the
CDP to correlate your evidence to framework competencies. It is acceptable to use bullet points if you wish.
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High Voltage Certification
It has been brought to our attention that there is an issue with the text on the reverse of HV Authorised Person
certificates issued after April 2019. Due to a mistake during the update of the certificates, the reverse of the
Authorised Person certificate reads: “High Voltage Training Operational Level: Authorised Person”. It should
read: “High Voltage Training Management Level: Authorised Person”.
If you have completed HVAP level training at HMS Sultan post April 2019, can you please check the reverse of
your certificate and ensure the text states “High Voltage Training Management Level: Authorised Person”. If it
does not, email either 1/O Graham Anderson or 1/O Martin Kirk so a replacement certificate can be issued:
graham.anderson290@mod.gov.uk, martin.kirk101@mod.gov.uk.
Maintenance
The management of overdue SCPM/UMMS tasks is subject to regular MCA scrutiny during audits. It is vital that
maintainers look forward to tasks becoming due in the weeks and months ahead to ensure equipment downtime
is planned and spares placed on demand where necessary in good time. CEOs may wish to incorporate an
overview of maintenance tasks, to include planning for critical machinery downtime and spares requirements,
into Maintenance Managers Meetings.
New build ships and those emerging from lengthy refits will experience 'bulges' of long-term maintenance. CEOs
may seek assistance with overdue routine maintenance via Work Order/WRF to help catch up with the initial bowwave of tasks and the Clustering arrangement means there are generally experienced personnel available to
assist. Overdue tasks must be signed off at the 'done' date to accurately reflect when the task was actually
completed. Management of the 'bulge' to smooth out the ongoing workload may be achieved by CEOs and
Technical Branch HoDs seeking to bring forward maintenance where workload allows.
Audits
A letter to Cdre RFA from the MCA following recent audits highlighted several emerging themes that have been
observed across the Flotilla. The Safety Management System (SMS) audit process aims to assure compliance with
the ISM Code requirements and is an essential aspect of professional engineering at sea. All personnel, especially
those holding MCA Certificates of Competency, should understand the vital nature of this aspect of their job and
pay due attention to the requirements of surveyors.
A&As.
Ships Staff are encouraged to highlight capability shortfalls via Alteration and Addition (A&A) procedures, which
are described in BR875 Volume 2. 1/O Alan Hart manages the A&A process within NCHQ. A&A scrutiny meetings
with appropriate SME involvement are held regularly, prior to the Design Control Boards (DCBs) which are held
every 6 months by North and South Cluster Support Teams. UMMS ships should note the .SNP files produced by
UMMS cannot be edited, and there is no straightforward way for most of the Desk Officers involved in the A&A
process to read them, so A&As should be submitted as Word documents (BR875 Volume 2 Chapter 20 Para
2016(e)(i) refers). Blank forms are available in BR8593(1) Chapter 2 Annex A or from Alan Hart on request. There
is no need to duplicate A&As into UMMS, and CEOs may wish to maintain a simple A&A spreadsheet register
filed on DII.
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RFA WAVEKNIGHT RAS with HMS Invincible from 2008

RFA TIDEFORCE RAS WITH HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH during Westlant 19

RFA PROMOTIONS
Executive Branch

The following RFA Personnel were approved for substantive promotion
Engineering Branch
Logistics Supply Branch

To First Officer (Executive)

To Chief Pedtty Officer (System
Engineer)

1/O(X) Llewellyn, RJ
PO(E) Miller, A
To Chief Petty Officer (Deck)
To Petty Officer (Engineer)
PO(D) Skinner, AJ
To Leading Hand (Deck)
SG1A Curtis, SG
SG1A Sherring, BF
SG1A Brotherton, SA
SG1A Edwards, JSP
SG1A Mackin, BF
SG1A King, RL
SG1A Hough, M
SG1A Hughes, SE
SG1A Pickles, MR

LH(E) Archer, CJ
LH(E) Amor, SJ
LH(E) Critchley, SP
LH(E) Roddis, S
To Leading Hand (Engineer)
MM1 Butler, TS
MM1 Higgins, W
MM1 Howe, DW
MM1 Hughes, RJ
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To Chief Officer (Logistics
Supply)
1/O(LS) Frost, RPW
To Petty Officer (Chef)
LH(CH) Bishop, GS
LH(CH) Rixon, GS

To Leading Hand (Chef)
ASST(CH) White, SM

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PANEL 2020
PROGRAMMME
The following table shows approximate dates when Panels will be scheduled. Results of each Panel will be
distributed as soon as practicable following each panel, but no later than two months after the panel convened.

OPS/CIS
JANUARY
FEBRUARY

MARCH

Capt(X)

APRIL

C/O(X)
1/O(X)
2/O(X)
3/O(X)

JUNE

AUGUST

LS

CPO(E)
PO(E)
LH(E)
MM1

MAY

JULY

TECH
Capt(E)
C/O(E)
1/O(E)
2/O(E)
3/O(E)
C/O(SE)
1/O(SE)
2/O(SE)
3/O(SE)

CPO(D)
PO(D)
SG1A
LH(D)

SEPTEMBER

2/O(C)

C/O(LS)
1/O(LS)
2/O(LS)
3/O(LS)
CPO(CH)
PO(CH)
LH(CH)
ASST(CH)

OCTOBER

CPO(C)
PO(C)
LH(C)
CR1

MEDTECH
CPO(STWD)
PO(STWD)
LH(STWD)
STWD
CPO(SC)
PO(SC)
LH(SC)

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

For queries, please contact the RFA HR Development Team NavyPers-RfaHRDevTeam@mod.gov.uk
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RFA personnel involved in training for the Cenotaph Rememberance Parade 2019

SERVICES ACROSS THE UK PAY TRIBUTE TO WAR
DEAD 100 YEARS AFTER THE FIRST
COMMEMORATION
The royal family led the nation in paying respects to its war dead at the traditional wreath-laying Remembrance
Sunday Service at the Cenotaph. Two minutes silence was observed at 11am before Prince Charles laid a wreath
at the Cenotaph as the Queen watched from the balcony of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. This was the
second year that The Prince of Wales has laid the wreath on her behalf. Prime Minister Boris Johnson and
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn also laid wreaths, before 10,000 veterans marched past the Cenotaph.
Ten members of the RFA joined the 120 members of the RN to conduct their training, at HMS Excellent on
Monday 28th Oct. Two full weeks of training, long stand still practices, marching and uniform inspections, the
RFA marched out from Wellington Barracks, with the RN and RM contingents and represented the RFA in front
of the world’s media, led by 1/O Richard Harding. The following RFA personnel attended the training and
ultimately represented the RFA:
1/O(X) Richard Harding, CPO(E) Darren Stainer, Med Tech Tony Hendley, Med Tech Victoria McCartney, LH(HC)
Kelly Edwards, Stwd Adrian Bott, SG1A Lucy Moores, SG1A Ian Collins, SG1B Sarah Jenkinson and Cadet Alex
Watson
All the above were gathered and kitted out with full number 1 uniform, as well as their ceremonial Greatcoats by
our own ceremonial man, Dickie Henderson. Dickie is canvassing for people to represent the RFA at next the
2020 Nov ceremonies, as well as other ceremonial events throughout the year. If you are interested, please
contact Dickie on barry.henderson110@mod.gov.uk
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RFA TIDESURG in the Scottish Islands

MINDFULNESS
Pay attention. It's hard to slow down and notice things in a busy world.
Live in the moment. Try to intentionally bring an open, accepting and discerning attention to everything you do.
Accept yourself. Treat yourself the way you would treat a good friend.
Focus on your breathing.
Using Mindfulness to look after your mental health
Mental wellbeing does not have a single universal definition, but it does encompass factors such as:
• The sense of feeling good about ourselves and being able to function well individually or in relationships.
The ability to deal with the ups and downs of life, such as coping with challenges and making the most of
opportunities.
• The feeling of connection to our community and surroundings.
• Having control and freedom over our lives.
• Having a sense of purpose and feeling valued.
Of course, mental wellbeing does not mean being happy all the time and it does not mean you won’t experience
negative or painful emotions, such as grief, loss, or failure, which are a part of normal life. However, whatever
your age, mindfulness can help you lead a mentally healthier life and improve your wellbeing.
Mindfulness can be used as a tool to manage your wellbeing and mental health. Some people call mental health
‘emotional health’ or ‘wellbeing’. We all have times when we feel down, stressed or frightened; most of the time
those feelings pass, but sometimes they develop into a more serious problem, and this could happen to any one
of us. It’s important to maintain your mental health, but being mentally healthy doesn’t just mean that you don’t
have a mental health problem. With good mental health, you can:
• Make the most of your potential
• Cope with life
• Play a full part in your family, workplace, community and among friends.
While research is still growing in the area of mindfulness, evidence has suggested the benefit of mindfulness to
health and wellbeing, with results showing positive effects on several aspects of whole-person health, including
the mind, the brain, the body, and behaviour, as well as a person’s relationships with others.
Inspirational Quote:
“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: its is the COURAGE TO CONTINUE that counts” - Winston Churchill
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C/O(X) Susan Cloggie-Holden receiving the Global Seafarer of the year award.

CHIEF OFFICER CLOGGIE-HOLDEN WINS GLOBAL
SEAFARER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Chief Officer Susan Cloggie-Holden RFA, won the prestigious Global Seafarer of the Year award at the Lloyd's List
Europe Awards at the Hilton Hotel, Park Lane, London. Susan was the first Royal Fleet Auxiliary Female
Champion and is the Chair of the RFA Women's Network. She launched a new Female-to-Female Mentoring
scheme for RFA Women and was a founding member of the Maritime UK Women in Maritime Taskforce.
"I'm extremely proud of this award which I received 19 years to the day after I stepped on board my first RFA
ship as a Cadet. It's a real honour for me to be recognised for the work that I have been doing with regards
women in maritime; this work I do not do to win awards but to improve the lives of seafarers and also increase
gender diversity and equality across the maritime industry."said Susan. Richard Meade, managing editor of
Lloyd's List said: "Each year at these events I stand before you and explain that the Lloyd's List Awards are more
necessary than ever, precisely because they reward successful endeavour in the face of seemingly intractable
problems. But I also think that this collective view of excellence and endeavour has a more practical purpose.
Sharing ideas is not just a good idea - it's a question of survival."
Recipients are chosen from entries taken from around the European region and adjudicated by a judging panel
which this year included: Robert Ashdown, Secretary-General, International Association of Classification
Societies; Tom Boardley, Secretary General, Cruise Lines International Association; Lars Green, CEO, Green
Consulting Group; Richard Greiner, Partner/Shipping & Transport, BDO LLP; John Lloyd, Chief Executive Officer,
The Nautical Institute; Michael Parker, Chairman, Global Shipping, Logistics & Offshore, Citi; Karen Purnell,
Managing Director, ITOPF; Bob Sanguinetti, Chief Executive Officer, UK Chamber of Shipping; Katharina Stanzel,
Managing Director, Intertanko; Patrick Verhoeven, Managing Director, Policy and Strategy, IAPH; Chris Welsh
MBE, Member of the Lloyd's List Editorial Board. The awards were attended by 400 industry professionals and
were hosted by comedian Hugh Dennis.
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Festival of Rememberance Royal Albert Hall and Standard Party at St Pauls

CALLING ALL BUDDING CEREMONIAL VOLUNTEERS
Having now carried out a very successful Ceremonial 2019, which witnessed the RFA being represented in front
of Her Majesty the Queen in London (during Nov ceremonies), parading in key roles during the festival of
remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall, again before Royalty, parading the RFA standard for the Princess Royal at
Plymouth in Sep, as well as being represented at many other annual parades and reviews; the time has come to
ask for volunteers to cover 2020s Ceremonial requirements.
Commitments for 2020 are as follows:
Shipping Festival Service at Winchester Cathedral, mid June – Standard bearer plus 2 escorts (1 x Senior and 2 x
Junior ratings)
Merchant Navy Day Parade at Plymouth Hoe, early Sep - Standard Bearer plus Platoon ( 1 x Officer, 1 x Senior
and 12 x Cadet/Junior Rates)
Trinity Gardens Parade in London, 5 Sep 20 – Standards Bearer plus three wreath bearers (1 x Senior, 3 x
Cadet/Junior Rates)
St Pauls Service, early Oct – Standard Bearer plus escorts (1 x Senior, 2 x Cadet/Junior Rates)
November Ceremonies training and events, 26 Oct to 9 Nov 20 – Platoon (1 x Officer (already nominated) plus 2
x Seniors and 7 Junior Rates), this is a two-week commitment.
We also have to think about cover, in the unfortunate event of a Royal Death – we need volunteers who are
willing, if on leave (or in a shore billet), to be activated at very short notice (less than a day) to represent the RFA
at the Royal Funeral.
If you wish to volunteer for any of the events mentioned, please contact Dickie Henderson by emailing him at
Barry.henderson110@mod.gov.uk or call on 02392 625489
Number 1 uniforms can be arranged, via Dickie, for any Senior or Junior Rates who require one. Any other type
of uniform (standfast PCS) can also be arranged though contacting Dickie Henderson.
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COMEDY CORNER

TANNERS & BOBS
Back in the days of tanners and bobs,
When Mothers had patience and Fathers had jobs.
When football team families wore hand me down shoes,
And T.V gave only two channels to choose.
Back in the days of three penny bits,
when schools employed nurses to search for your nits.
When snowballs were harmless; ice slides were permitted
and all of your jumpers were warm and hand knitted.
Back in the days of hot ginger beers,
when children remained so for more than six years.
When children respected what older folks said,
and pot was a thing you kept under your bed.
Back in the days of Listen with Mother,
when neighbours were friendly and talked to each other.
When cars were so rare you could play in the street.
When Doctors made house calls and Police walked the beat.
Back in the days of Milligan's Goons,
when butter was butter and songs all had tunes.
It was dumplings for dinner and trifle for tea,
And your annual break was a day by the sea
Back in the days of Dixon's Dock Green,
Crackerjack pens and Lyons ice cream.
When children could freely wear National Health glasses,
and teachers all stood at the FRONT of their classes.
Back in the days of rocking and reeling,
when mobiles were things that you hung from the ceiling.
When woodwork and pottery got taught in schools,
and everyone dreamed of a win on the pools.
Back in the days when I was a lad,
I can't help but smile for the fun that I had.
Hopscotch and roller skates; snowballs to lob.
Back in the days of tanners and bobs.
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Free advice for all seafarers and their families
advice@sailine.org.uk 0800 160 1842 (Mon-Fri 10am-4pm)
Who we are:
SAIL is the only UK-wide Citizens Advice Service for seafarers and their families. We are experienced advisers
who understand the issues you face. Our Service is free, fast and confidential.
What we do:
We provide information, advice and support on a wide range of issues including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dept
Welfare benefits and tax credits
Employment
Pensions
Maritime charity grants
Family problems
Immigration
Consumer problems

Who we help:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fishing fleet
Cruise ships
Container ships Ferries
Tankers and bulk carriers
Royal Navy
Royal Marines
Royal Fleet Auxiliary
Offshore support vessels
Volunteer RNLI lifeboat crew
Partners, widows and widowers of seafarers
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WHALE ISLAND WORD SEARCH
You are looking for the following ships
Abbeydale, Airsprite, Aldersdale, Arndale, Barkol, Bayleaf, Berta, Blackol, Boxol, British Lantern, Burma,
Cairndale, Carol, Cedardale, Creosol, Dingledale, Eaglesdale, Eddyness, Elmol, Empire Salvage, Ferol, Fortol,
Gold Rover, Greenol, Isla, Kharki, Kurumba, Larchol, Limol, Lobster, Mixol, Moiler, Nasprite, Nucula, Oakol,
Olcades, Oleander, Olmeda, Olna, Olwen, Olynthus, Oyster, Palmol, Pearleaf, Petrella, Petrobus, Philol, Prestol,
Rapidol, Ruthenia, Scotol, Serbol, Silverol, Surf Patrol, Teakol, Thermol, Thornol, Toiler, Turmoil, War Hindoo,
Wave Ruler

BERTAHTOAIRSPRITEUWMH
ABBEYDALECEDARDALEAEI
YTEAKOLCJPOGREENOLVWC
LCAIRNDALEROECXSLUEAT
EALDERSDALELLOBSTERRA
AREDDYNESSODTPURUOUHP
FOYSTERSAMTRNUCULALIE
PLARCHOLLGWOSERBOLENA
EHEMPIRESALVAGEMUTRDR
TRIBARKOLUAEFGTFORTOL
RAULOLMEDARRSEOHYIMOE
EPKTOLUXSDNFIDRMEWLAA
LIHKHLNUINDLPBAOORXJF
LDASTEBADEAXNAOLLIMOL
AORCKONQBVLJOATXEQLON
TLKORCSILVEROLSROKXEL
BRITISHLANTERNIPOLWOR
CREOSOLRCOLEANDERLXQU
UPALMOLFKURUMBAAOISLA
THORNOLBOLYNTHUSMTTJV
DINGLEDALEOTOILERFSEQ
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FAREWELL AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE
LEAVERS FROM THE RFA SERVICE
SG1A DOHERTY
SG1A THORNTON
MED TECH MCMILLAN
2/O(E) BROWN
3/O(E) CAMERON
2/O(E) SHEPHERD
SG1A DANIELL

3/O(E) ORCHARD
LH(D) CHANTER
2/O(E) GORMELY
SG1A DARGUE
CR1 GROSVENOR
C/O(SE) HENRY
PO(D) ANDERTON

SG1A SNEDDON
2/O(E) PHILLIPS
2/O(X) SMITH
PO(STWD) EVANS
3/O(X) MOORE
3/O(E) GILLIES

RFA PUZZLE : TANKER WORD SEARCH SOLUTION
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